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3rd Floor Parrington Hall, University of rrashington Campus

DR. DOUGLAS OSBOF.NE will be the speaker at the August meeting and will discuss his v"° rk in the caves in the sun Lakes area 0 Dr. Osborne is making a

•

- ..._I

special trip to Seattle from the eastern part of the state for this meeting
and this will be the only opportunity for many members to see Dr. Osborne
before he leaves for the Mesa Verde at the end of the season •
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- ,At the- July-meeting, Dr. 'Wino R. Halliday, ·nirec·t or of the Western · - - · · --.---.------Speleological Survey, reviewed his book on Major caves of the rrestern U s.,
whicp is about ready for publication. Dr • .Halliday explained that this book
is not especially written for an audience who knows about caves or archaeology, but for the interest of the general public.
The cav-es Yvhich Dr. Halliday and· fellow speleologists exPlored are the
limestone variety. 1\rhich are found along almost the entire length of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains. Uany of these caves, upon close examination, turn
out to be shallow holes or nothing at. all.
In .Calaveras County, California, many caves containing bones both human and
animal have be~n found. A number of these were first explored by the gold
miners in 1849 and examined by early scientists. Since most of these bone
c~ves are :tri. this one · county, there has been much speculation on the reason
t01' ·t his , ::When asked, the Indians rave told of the great battle held in this
area. ·They also have other legends of cannibalistic giants vvho once lived in thes·e 'caves 0 Many of the caves are_ vertical funnel-like traps into ·which
men could have fallen accidentally or have been thrown.,

•

Dr . Halliday goes on to tell in his narrative of some of the more interesting
of . th~ caves explored 0 Miller ts cave, aJ.so knovm as the cave of the Catacomb&, :i.s horizontal rather than vertic_a l in nature
One story about this
cave 'tol~ py -~-·old J.ndian woman is that it was used as a prison for women
and childreI;>. 0 ;
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Two miles north of the Stanislaus River in Skunk Gulch is the cave of the
Skulls which gets its name from the human skulls found in it. one of tre
tourist attractions of this pa.rt of the country is Moaning Cave. As early as
1851 thj.s cave was knovm to the settlers. The largest chamber is 125 feet
wideo In the center was a large mound which the California Archaeological
Survey has excavated. Up to the present time about one-fourth of the cave
floor has been dug and twenty-five skeletons recovered along with artifacts.
Dating these bones· by means of the artifacts places them from 1500 B. c. to ·
500 AoDe
Th~se are only a few brief sketches of Dr. Hallidayts book which we are sure
all members will wish to read for themselves when it is pilblished.

-- AUGUST DIG: The week end of August 16-17 our dig will take place in the Sun
takes Area in one of the caves which Dr. Osborne has charge of digging this
summer. For details come to t~e meeting or call Lee Tracy, EM 3- 1233.

-- NEW MEMBERS:

•

Dr• Chester Chard
Natalie w. Larson

100 Roy

st•

Berkely, Calif arnia
SeattJ.e,, Ylashington

-- W-A-S EXHIBIT AT SUN LAiffiS STATE P.ARK

c.

G. Nelson

June 18 marked the opening of an archaeological exhibit prepared by the three
W-A-S Chapters, Columbia Basin, Palus,, Seattle, at the headquarters camp of the
Washington State College arcraeology crew at Sun Lskes state Park, which in
addition to the materials devoted to the preservation theme, displays material
recoyered by Dr. Osborne and· his crevr in the wwer Grand Coulee. Since the
exhibit is housed in a tepee, the many vacationers to the state Park are
attracted to the :immediate area--a sign ansvwers the basic questions .
The news value is not the exhibit so much as the· occasion that prompts it.
The State Legislature recognized the potential value of archaeological research
when they appropriated $20,000 for the survey, excavation and research in
archaeology during the current biennium. (See Washington Archaeologist
VOL. I, Noo 8, State Archaeology Office-Pullman, by Bruce Stallard.)
The Department of Conservation entered into a contract vd th Washington state
College to further survey and excavate sites in _the Lower Grand Coulee in
order to develop potential areas of public interest. The W-A-S endorses this
program wholeheartedly and has more than a casual interest in the establishment
of the program of state .Archaeologist.

•

The exhibit consequently was conceived with the ·purpose of presenting a local
archaeological situation and by means of the visitor register having a relative
measure of the interest which the public demonstrated' in archaeology- the
exhibit has been accepted very well,, interest is keen, reaction good.

"
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EXCAVATION AND SURVEY OF GRAND COULEE CAVES

Dr. Douglas Osborne
.!

:Members of W-A- S are invited to visit or participate in the Washington State
College-Department of Conservation and Development excavation in the Grand
Coulee this summer. A coeducational crmv of ten students, primarily from
WSC but·with one man each from the University of Washington and Yale University, will be digging there- until September 10th. The work will be
directed by Dr. Douglas Osborne vdth Patrick Gallagher (Yale) and B. Robert
Butler (U of W) as assistants.
. ..
The Coulee area has never been studied archaeologically. It· lies in the
range of the ·tribal groups often referred to as the Columbia, al though there
certainly was never a tribal society operative in the region. These people
spoke an interior .Salish language and were hunters and gatherers in and
~ound the Coulee.
House pit and midden sites are rare to the point of
becoming unusual; caves and rock shelters appear, from the basis of our
present knowledge, to offer the best possibilities for scientific work in
the area. These are usually located high on the walls of the Coulee, often
in the third or fourth flow from the top o Here pecu]jarities of composition
~
or cooling have offered post-glacial erosion an opportunity in the form of
W. . ;
lulocalt ldy. uns tabkletpoints in the flow. Hel'.'e frahagmentathetiond an d f alltha!edre-t
.
s
e in roe -s revm overhangs. Fe,·r of them
ve
eve1 opmen O.l. :us
--------·--and midden tba. t cha.ract_erizes caves in the Great Basin of the Southwest.
Excavati_o ns will be more a matter of removing basalt fragments than shoveling or screening. It will be necessary to exercise great care not to displace the meager midden and soil deposit downward as the rocky fill is removed. Artifacts will probably be few and will be primarily perishables,
cordage- and matting fragtmnts, rather than chipped material. As a matter
of fact, flakes are rarely found in or around the caves but appear to be
more numerous in sites that are ·higher on the bluffs, and which have not
yet been explored.
The survey work accomplished so far has been carried on by Senator Nat
Uashington whose interest in the archaeology of the area and of the Indians
who lived here is well lmmm. Several of the better caves that he has
examined in the Blue Lakes arid Upper Lenore Lake area will be the ones
excavated· first . It is hoped that s·ites will be found that _can be partly
excavated., stabilized and utilized as small outdoor archaeological rodlibits.
The area is well known as a favorite for state and out-of- state vacationers.
Ex:hibits of the type suggested will add greatly to the educational potentialities of the region and to its attractiveness to the interested visito~ .

,. .
I

,..;

The problems of such exhibits are mnnerous and some of them may be difficult
indeed to solve. It is expected that this summer ts archaeological studies
vd.11 provide us with some of ~he answers and point out the road to others
Suggestions are invited from members "aho have thought on the question.
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CAVES OF THC LOll'.!ID. GfuUID COULEE

-

By Nat

w,

Washington

(Editor•s Note: This is an outstanding job of survey work by one of the nonprofessional members of the Society and· is now part of the official survey
records of the State Archaeology Office. It is hoped that hlr. Washingtonts fine
work will encourage other members to do similar work in areas of their particular
interest. Mr. Yfashington•s report covers some thirty caves he has surveyed in
this area; however, due to the length and detail of the original and our obvious
space limitations, we have taken the liberty of covering only a few in a rather
brief m,anner o )
Site No o 69 - East Lenore Caves
Location:

ovmer:

T. 23

N.,

Ro 26 EWM

United states
This site, consisting of seven caves, is located on the first bench of
the east wall of the Grand Coulee west of tl~ small island in Lake Lenore.
Six of the caves of various sizes are located close together in the saLle
strata of rock near the top of the first bench. The sixth, a huge cave
is located in the bottom of a large grotto on top of the first bench.

Two of the visible caves are quite large and show definite evidence of
- habitation. Shallow test pits disclosed matting and cordage. These two
caves are largely covered by large boulders, but there are spaces where
- - -drY soil is exposed, making digging not too difficul t o These two caves
offer much possibility for further excavation. The other five caves ·
__ appear to have been habitable, but due to tre heavy covering of rocks
on the floors of each of them, no digging was done.
The large cave in· the grotto is the largest cave so far located in the
Grand Coulee area, and is interesting quite apart from its archaeological
-possibilities.
These· caves are reached by climbing up a narrow defile. The climb is
steep, but not ·1ong. From a tourist attraction point of view these are
the most accessible in the entire area.
Site No .
Location:
owner:

71 - West Lenore Caves
T. 23 · N. , R. 26 EWM
United states

This site consists

o~

two caves and is extremely difficult to get to
CC[lle No. 1 is quite large with
a high roof, with part of the entrance characteristically bbcked by
talus . Most of the floor is covered w.i th large rocks, but there is one
relati vely small area in the center which appears to have been clearedo
The c ave has never been dug in, except for tbe small test pit dug by us .
Ther e was much charcoal, but it was from recent fires made by hunters

by hiking, but can be reached by boat.

•

to - -

· . . 1 "'
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who had used the cave for shelter. \'le did find a f evt flint
was some indication that the cave had at least been used by
shelter. It is well situated close to water and faces east
the prevailing wind, so in all probability it was used as a

1958

chips which
Indians for
away from
habitation.

Cave No. 2 is just a short distance · a·way and faces Cave. No. 1. This
cave appears to have been suitable for habitation al though not so well
sheltered from the wind as No. 1. The floor is covered with large rocks,
so no. effort was made to dig a test pit.

,..

This area was not thoroughly explored because of lack of time,, but it is
believed that there are several more caves in the s rune general a~ea a
short distance to the south. FUrther exploration in this area can best
be accomplished by using a boat to get to the general area.
Site No

70 - Blue Lake cave

Location:

T. 23 N., Re 26 EWM

- This cave is located near the top of the east wall of the coulee in a
canyon which leads up from the lake. It is easily reached by a good
trail which leads right past the entrance. This site is really more of
an overhang than a cave, but shows definite evidence of habitation. The
floor is mostly covered vd th rock., but there are a few places where dirt
is exposed. Since this cave,, or overhang, is so easily reached it should
be explored further .
Site -No;

-75 ·:.

Location:
ovmer:

Pictograph cave

T 24 N., R 26 E\11M
State of Hashington

This cave was particularly unusual because it had not been dug in and "
apparently had not even been used for shelter by hunters and surveyors,
because there were no 20th century artifacts such as beer cans,, pop
bottles or cigarette wrappers cluttering the floor.
The cave is relatively small, it faces south and has a rather low roof·
The floor is mainly of fine silt and with few rocks,
and is very flat 0 Dieging a small test pit was quite easy. Digging disclosed much bone and charcoal
Numerous flint chips and one arrow head
fragment were discovered, together with cordage made of- sagebrush bark
and sagebrush .bark matting. The most prominent feature on the floor of
the cave was a rock cairn which had probably been used at a period after
the cave had been lived in. Of particular interest were three pictographs on the wall. The pictographs are made with red paint and have
never been damaged by being chalked by photographers e
and low entrance 0

This cave is most interesting and should be explored furthero The one
bad f'eature is that the earth of the floor appears to be damp a few feet
below floor level, thus making it unlikely that decomposable artifacts
have been preserved.
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Moonstinervs Cave

-·

·---·····-··-----·;_

23 No, R. 23 EWM

United

sta~es
. l.

· This site, consist:tng of tYvo caves, is located on the east side of
Lake Lenore. The first cave you come to has a nice spring issuing
from tre floor o Tr..is cave was probably not inhabited. In all probability this sprin~ furnished water for the inhabitants of Moonshiner•s Cave
nearby. There is a possibility that this spring is of recent origin
coming from seepage water from the retaining reservoir. In this event
. · the cave might have been dr~r .
Moonshiner•s Cave is located a short distance further up the banyon.
Moonshiner•s Cave is a large cave with a high ceiling and large entrance
which allows the interior of the cave to be exposed to northerly winds
since it faces north.

•

The floor of the cave has a good covering of soil in some places and
in others it is covered vri th large rocks . There is a large deep hole
in the cen:ter of the cave which I cannot eArplain. The cave was undoubtedly used to hide a still in prohibition days . The floor is covered
with a deep layer · of cmrcoal . There are a fe·w· sticks of sawed apple
vmod lying around, and there are vestiges of wires attached to rocks
which undoubtedly anchored the coils of the still . The charcoal is the
result of the fires built in connection 1"Li th the moonshining operation •
Stills need lots of water which leads me to the conclusion that water
source for the stiil was the spring in the little cave and this fortifies my conclusion trat the spri.~g is an old one and probably furnished
the water supply for the primitive people ·who used the cave.
only a few flint chips were found, but these few chips did indicate that
the cave had been used by Indians . The surf ace has been disturbed but
probably deep excavation would disclose further evidence of habitation.
This cave has a tourist attraction potential and should be explored
further.
Site No . 42 - Jasper Cave
wcation:

.

.

T. 24 N.,, R 27 EWM

This cave is located on the Fest 1Nall of Jasper Coulee.
The cave is quite large, but only a small. portion of the floor is free
· from large boulders . The cave has never been dug· in except for our
small test pit, which disclosed flint chips, bone, charcoal and one
chipped a~tifact

•

A camp site is located in the floor of the coulee a short distance
from the cave .
.. .
This cave looks promising and should be further excavated

-- -
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PALUS CHAPTER NEWS
Reported By
Roberta Moore

Dr. Richard Daugherty of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology of
Washington State College knew that many people in the Palouse Area had a keen
interest in Indians and the history of the early inhabitants. To organize
these people to do constructive rather than destructive work, he was instrumental in organizing and instructing them in scientific procedures. The
11
Palus Chapter" of the Uashington .Archaeological Society evolved from this
interesto
The group meets on the fourth Wednesday of each nonth in Room 444 of Todd
Hall on the YJ.s.c. Campus. During organizational meetings the group elected
officers and a Board of Directors in accordance YTi th the constitution of the

W-A-S.
On the ranch of our Vice-President, James Cottrell, we have begun to excavate
site 45WT18 on Union Flat Creek ar:Proxiraately 5 miles from the village of
Dusty, Washington. Several years ago Jim changed the route of Union Flat
Creek on his property, as a res~lt a fairly extensive habitational site was
discovered. Now, after some excavation, about 90 artifacts have been found
and recorded.

Recently Victor lioore found a large bone loosened from the bank of the creek
by the water that has been verified to be the bone of a ma.stadon or a marmnoth.
As yet no cultural material has been found at this level .
one similar bone
is still imbedded in tre bank. This one has not been investigated. 45WT18
has been a very productive site and we are all anticipating an interesting and
informative dig.
The Snake and Clearwater Rivers and their tributaries should provide years
of digging for the YI-A-S group; potential sites of all kinds have been reported. It is a rich country over ·h ere.

Dr. Daugherty has given us some fine lectures, one example was a talk at a
May meeting when he spoke on the Pre-history of Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Allured were hosts at their home for the July meeting.
The Allureds showed some excellent slides of their trip to the Mesa Verde
area.

NEXT lfilETD.'l"G:

•

••

September 24, 1958
Todd Hall - w.s.c. Campus

(Tentative)

It is planned to have the members tell of their
archaeological experiences and discoveries during
the summer •

